Hazardous Locations/environmental Protection:
Any acceptable

Overall Length:
6.000 inches

Overall Diameter:
4.500 inches

Lamp Base Type Accommodated:
Medium screw

Lens Color:
Colorless

Lens Transparency:
Transparent

Wiring Provision Method:
Individual wire

Illumination Directing Device Type:
External reflector

Wiring Provision Length:
7.375 inches  all provisions

Voltage Rating In Volts:
28.0 dc

Mounting Method:
Lug

Features Provided:
Blackout degree, partial

Lamp Type Accommodated And Quantity:
1 incandescent

Lens Type And Quantity:
1 Plano convex

Lens Surface Condition:
Smooth back

Material:
Steel body

Shape:
Irregular

Furnished Items And Quantity:
1 lamp

Terminal Type And Quantity:
2 wire lead

Shelf Life:
N/a

Unit Of Measure:
1 ea
Demilitarization:
No

Fig:
A06300

Hazmat:
Yes

Repairability:
This is a nonreparable item. If condemned or economically unserviceable, then dispose at the level authorized and replace the item.